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J G Regan Ltd - Cookie Policy 

Last updated: 20/05/2018 
Version: v3.0 
This document should be read in conjunction with the J G Regan Ltd. Privacy Policy. 

1.0 Introduction 
We comply with the EU Cookie Law. Please read this Cookie Policy to learn about your rights regarding 
the use of cookies. This document (“J G Regan Ltd - Cookie Policy”) can be found at our company website, 
http://www.jgregan.co.uk 

2.0 What are cookies? 
Cookies are a common type of file that helps websites improve the performance and experience for users 
by collecting information about a user’s web session, for example, page load speeds. They are stored 
locally on your device when you access our website, http://www.jgregan.co.uk/ and accept our cookie 
policy. 
 
We use cookies to improve the experience of using our website. This document explains why we use 
cookies, what cookies we use and your rights in relation to cookies. 

3.0 Why do we use cookies? 
We use cookies to discover how to make our website more effective. Some of the ways we improve the 
effectiveness of our website include: 
 Better delivery of content to improve response times, 
 Changes to the format of content so that it correctly renders on different browser types, devices and 

operating systems, 
 Changing how we display content to improve the value of content for customers and to improve the 

content’s accessibility, 
 Improving how we secure our content, 

4.0 What cookies do we use? 
We use one cookie on our website, which is a “third-party persistent” cookie: 
 Third-party persistent cookies are cookies that do not originate from J G Regan Ltd directly, but 

instead through a trusted third-party provider. The third-party provider is subject to the same laws 
and regulations as J G Regan Ltd, and we are lawfully obligated to verify their compliance. 

 Persistent cookies last beyond the length of your visit to the website. 
 The cookie we use is from Google Analytics, a service provided by Alphabet Inc., an American Internet 

technology conglomerate, that provides analytics for website sessions. The company has provided a 
policy [1] that does not allow for the collection of any personal data using its services. 

 Google Analytics also provides options regarding data collection in their application’s settings, 
located at Tracking Info > Data Collection. JGRL has “turned off” advertising features to help reduce 
our data collection to a minimum.  

 Google Analytics uses a cookie to track statistical metrics about your website visit. No personally-
identifiable information is tracked by any cookie on our website. 
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5.0 Your right to opt out of cookies 
You can stop cookies by blocking them from your browser settings, at the outset of your visit, including 
specific control over what websites can and cannot save cookies to your device. Alternatively, after the 
termination of your visit to our website, you can always delete the cookie from your system if you wish. 
 
There are many helpful online resources to help you better understand cookies. The UK ICO website 
provides information [2] about removing cookies using your web browser controls, and also provides 
further cookie-related resources. 
 
As our website only uses third-party persistent cookies, opting out of cookies will not affect your 
experience of using our website, but will enable us to make enhancements based on the user visit. 


